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2.A
Michael A Hoffman: Revisionist History: Beyond
the Gatekeepers:
Re: EoP Interpretation of Origins of Christianity as depicted in
"Secret Societies & Psychological Warfare".

From: Lara Johnstone | To Michael Hoffman
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2015 4:03 PM

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2015 4:03 PM
To: 'Michael A Hoffman'
Subject: Re: EoP Interpretation of Origins of Christianity as depicted in "Secret Societies & Psychological
Warfare"

Michael A Hoffman (hoffman@revisionisthistory.org)
Re: EoP Interpretation of Origins of Christianity as depicted in "Secret Societies &
Psychological Warfare"
I have previously attempted to find your contact details online to no avail; and either the search
engine blocking me from finding your website; or you have a new website with your contact
details: Revisionist History.
In correspondence to Family Policy Institute and Unashamedly Ethical: Are Family Policy
Institute and Unashamedly Ethical social and resource conflict problem solving
ethics founded upon (i) Ecology of Peace factual reality or (ii) Masonic War is Peace
flat earth beliefs? [PDF], I clarify the difference between Ecology of Peace and Masonic War is
Peace cultures; and state the following: “In Secret Societies and Psychological Warfare,
Michael Hoffman documents his interpretation of Christianity’s origins as a people who were
opposing the occult Babylonian human sacrifice practices resulting from totalitarian agriculture
population pressures.”
I do not pretend to be an expert on Christianity or any other organized religions biblical texts;
so my interpretation of the anti-occult origins of Christianity are based upon your research and
conclusions. I don’t know if God or the Devil exist or not. Thanks to some process; whether a
result of some God or simply evolution; I have a brain capable of observation and analysis of
reality.
My working hypothesis conclusion about reality is summarized as Ecology of Peace facts reality:
1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When humans breed or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; 4. To sustainably protect and conserve
natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict
national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an
international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume
below ecological carrying capacity limits.
FYI Disclosure: I don’t need a God or Devil to help me to refrain from procreating like a
cockroach on Viagra; or to refrain from consuming like a bling nigger on crack; or to order me to
relate to other human beings in accordance to fully informed consenting agreements. As long as
people are willing to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; and
engage in fully informed consenting agreements; I could care less whom or what any individual
calling themselves a ‘human’ chooses to worship; with whom or how; in the privacy of their own
home; or at a private venue of their choosing with other fully informed consenting adults. If

other people need a God, Devil, Fairies or Rocks, or whatever object or invisible deity; to order
them to procreate and consume below carrying capacity limits; that’s okay by me.
If my interpretation of your argument of Christianity’s origins as a people who were opposing
the occult Babylonian human sacrifice practices resulting from human nature’s refusal or
inability to limit population pressures to ecological carrying capacity limits; is inaccurate in any
way; kindly clarify so that I can make any required corrections; so that I do not misrepresent
your argument.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in EoP v WiP negotiations correspondence to
Unashamedly Ethical and Family Policy Institute [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To Clive & Ann Johnstone
CC: Michael Hoffman
Sent: Saturday, October 03, 2015 6:34 PM

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, October 03, 2015 6:34 PM
To: 'Ann Johnstone'; 'Clive Johnstone'
Cc: 'Michael A Hoffman'; 'Jaap Le Roux'
Subject: Re: EoP Questions to Unashamedly Ethical & Family Policy Institute

Ann and Clive Johnstone
CC: Michael A Hoffman (hoffman@revisionisthistory.org)
CC: Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux (jaap@unashamedlyethical.com)

Re: EoP Questions to Unashamedly Ethical & Family Policy Institute
Attached are two documents:
[1] The letter I wrote to Unashamedly Ethical Executive Committee and International
Board of Advisors; and Family Policy Institute: Are Family Policy Institute and
Unashamedly Ethical social and resource conflict problem solving ethics founded
upon (i) Ecology of Peace factual reality or (ii) Masonic War is Peace flat earth
beliefs? [PDF].
[2] Transcript of all correspondence to Unashamedly Ethical, Family Policy Institute and
Michael A Hoffman [PDF]

Confirmation of Christianity Anti-Occult Origins with Mr. Hoffman:
As is mentioned in the letter to Unashamedly Ethical and Family Policy Institute; my
knowledge of the alleged anti-Masonic origins of Christianity is based upon reading the
book by Jewish and Christianity scholar: Michael A Hoffman: Secret Societies and
Psychological Warfare.
I wrote to Mr. Hoffman and informed him of my letter to Unashamedly Ethical and my
reference to his book; so that he could read my letter to Unashamedly Ethical; and could
inform me whether I had misquoted or misinterpreted his argument about the anti-occult
human sacrifice origins of Christianity.
He has not informed me that my interpretation of his scholarly working hypothesis
conclusions as to the anti-occult origins of Christianity are incorrect.

I don’t pretend to be an expert on Christianity; but his argument has some kind of logic to
it. Either way; I don’t pretend to be a Christian; so the issue is one for Christians to resolve
amongst themselves.
As I told Mr Hoffman:
I do not pretend to be an expert on Christianity or any other organized religions biblical texts; so
my interpretation of the anti-occult origins of Christianity are based upon your research and
conclusions. I don’t know if God or the Devil exist or not. Thanks to some process; whether a
result of some God or simply evolution; I have a brain capable of observation and analysis of
reality.
My working hypothesis conclusion about reality is summarized as Ecology of Peace facts reality:
1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When humans breed or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; 4. To sustainably protect and conserve
natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict
national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an
international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below
ecological carrying capacity limits.

Response from Unashamedly Ethical:
There was no response from Unashamedly Ethical Administrators; until the letter was
forwarded to Unashamedly Ethical Administrator: Jaap Le Roux by the Unashamedly
Ethical Ombudsman; saying he could only address the issue as Ombudsman; once he had
received an official complaint through the Unashamedly Ethical Administrative office.
Immediately thereafter the Unashamedly Ethical Administrator Mr. Jaap Le Roux
responded stating they had not received the original due to some alleged email problems;
but now that he had received it from the Ombudsman, “The matter is now receiving
attention and a response will be forthcoming in due course.”
I responded that it was not an official complaint to the Ombudsman; only a letter of
enquiry; and that I’d prefer to give Unashamedly Ethical the benefit of the doubt; that they
sincerely were ethical and would sincerely address the question and respond.
On 06 August 2015 I asked Jaap Le Roux whether he could inform me of a date by when I
could expect a sincere response and answer to the issues raised in my letter of enquiry.
As of 03 October 2015, there has been no response from Unashamedly Ethical: Jaap Le
Roux.
Lara

From: Michael Hoffman | To: Lara Johnstone
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2015 10:05 PM

From: Michael Hoffman [mailto:hoffman@revisionisthistory.org]
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2015 10:05 PM
To: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
Subject: Re: EoP Questions to Unashamedly Ethical & Family Policy Institute

On Oct 3, 2015, at 9:33, Lara <jmcswan@mweb.co.za> wrote:
humans must implement an international law social contract that restricts all
the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits.

I can’t go along with this.
Limits on consumption, yes.
Limits on bringing human life (“breeding”) into the world is God’s decision. Man playing God
always has disastrous consequences.
Let God staff the earth with God’s personnel. God does that by sending children to earth to be
born. When we interfere we bring catastrophe.

Sincerely,
Michael Hoffman
www.revisionisthistory.org

From: Lara Johnstone | To Michael Hoffman
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 1:23 AM

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 1:23 AM
To: 'Michael Hoffman'
Subject: RE: EoP Questions to Unashamedly Ethical & Family Policy Institute

Mr. Hoffman:
I am unaware of any evidence of Gods existence.
It sounds like the God you worship is your ego and penis; which would make you a Speak with
Forked Phallic Ego-God Tongue Freemason; pretending to be a Christian.
I shall amend my correspondence to Unashamedly Ethical and remove all reference to yourself
or your book.
Lara Johnstone aka Andrea Muhrrteyn

From: Lara Johnstone | To Revisionists.com [EoP v WiP: Comm Corr PDF]
CC: Michael Hoffman; Unashamedly Ethical; Brad Blanton
Sent: Saturday, November 21, 2015 12:15 PM

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, November 21, 2015 1:22 PM
To: 'Revisionists'
Cc: 'Michael A Hoffman'; 'Dr. Brad Blanton'; 'Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux';
'Institute for Historical Review'; 'Dir: Mark Weber'; 'Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'
Subject: RE: Revisionists.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman & Unashamedly Ethical
_____________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, November 21, 2015 12:15 PM
To: 'Revisionists'
Cc: 'Michael A Hoffman'; 'Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux'; 'Institute for Historical
Review'; 'Dir: Mark Weber'; 'Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'
Subject: RE: Revisionists.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman & Unashamedly Ethical

Updated: Sorry forgot to include copy to Dr. Blanton; who is mentioned; and was not copied.

Revisionists (revisionists@revisionists.com)
CC: Michael A Hoffman (hoffman@revisionisthistory.org)
CC: Radical Honesty: Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com)
CC: Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux (jaap@unashamedlyethical.com)
CC: Jurgen Graf via Institute for Historical Review (ihr@ihr.org); Dir: Mark Weber
(weber@ihr.org)
CC: PM Benjamin Netanyahu (pm@eng@pmo.gov.il)
RE: Revisionists.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman &
Unashamedly Ethical
Apologies: I noticed you also have Michael Hoffman as one of your revisionists.
Here is a transcript of my correspondence to Michael Hoffman; as part of my submission to
Unashamedly Ethical [PDF]; to attempt to confirm “whether his interpretation of Christianity’s
origins as a people who were opposing the occult Babylonian human sacrifice practices resulting
from totalitarian agriculture population pressures” is accurate or not.
His response indicates that he thinks Earth is flat; resources are infinite; and humans can
breed like cockroaches on Viagra and there shall be no violence or resource conflict -- some of
which would be occult Babylonian human sacrifice practices -- which appears to contradict his
theory that he was a ‘real’ anti-occult Christian who opposed occult Babylonian human sacrifice
practices from totalitarian agriculture population pressures.

I once relied on an ‘expert’: Dr. Brad Blanton; whom I thought was sincere; i.e. not engaged in
conscious or deliberate deception; and would happily back up his Radical Honesty working
hypothesis theory; under oath in a court of law; well I was wrong: FBI: Brad Blanton and
Radical Honesty Fraud.
Is Michael Hoffman a sincere revisionist expert of Christianity’s origins as a people who were
opposing the occult Babylonian human sacrifice practices resulting from totalitarian agriculture
population pressures?
I don’t know; if he (i) does not appear to be entirely convinced about his working hypothesis
theory; (ii) considers himself an Übermensch intellectual and has a problem explaining himself
to an untermensch village idiot woman; (iii) or has some other unknown reason; for not backing
up his theory.
As far as I am aware: If you are a sincere ethical intellectual and this of course does not only
apply to people who call themselves revisionists; but any intellectual; you (a) back up your
theory; particularly if you have the opportunity to do so; in a legal venue that examines working
hypothesis based upon evidence under oath; until you have evidence that contradicts it; and
then you honestly, publicly sincerely clarify and amend your theory to reflect the new working
hypothesis reality; and (b) appreciate feedback that helps you to verify, amend or discard your
working hypothesis about reality theories.
If or when you have lots of intellectuals who are only engaged in parasitic verbal diarrhea to sell
books or become some form of intellectual verbal diarrhea celebrity; not sincere ethical
intellectual pursuit of reality; about any aspect of reality they are investigating or researching;
then its quite fair to say that Faye’s statement about revisionists forming their ideas in a fog; in
which nobody understands anything anymore; would also be proportionally true for any group
of intellectuals in any ‘left’ or ‘right’ or ‘nationalist’ or ‘capitalist’ or ‘communist’ or ‘catholic’ or
‘muslim’ or ‘academic’ field of research; who are engaged in verbal diarrhea; not sincere ethical
intellectual pursuit of reality; for the benefit of humans and the foundation upon which their
and all other species survival depends: resources resulting from procreating and consuming
within ecological carrying capacity limits.
Perhaps Michael would explain whether he is a sincere revisionist expert of Christianity’s
origins as a people who were opposing the occult Babylonian human sacrifice practices resulting
from totalitarian agriculture population pressures; to someone besides me.
That is of course if the people who work at Revisionists.com and Michael Hoffman are humans
like the rest of us that survive on clean air to breathe, clean water to drink, organic food to eat.
If you don’t require clean air to breathe, clean water to drink, organic food to eat; well then of
course there is no need to bother about any sincere ethical intellectual pursuit of reality; for the
benefit of humans and the foundation upon which their and all other species survival depends:
just keep on polluting the air, adding toxins to the water and munching away on your Yum Yum
Economic Growth; Yum Yum nigger spick cheap labour slaves occult holocaust-cannibal-toxic
food; creating a good old Nazi oven for all of us to have an acid rain shower before we are
raptured to our selectively chosen afterlives.

------------------Lara Johnstone to Michael Hoffman:

Re: EoP Interpretation of Origins of Christianity as depicted in "Secret Societies &
Psychological Warfare"
I have previously attempted to find your contact details online to no avail; and either the search
engine blocking me from finding your website; or you have a new website with your contact
details: Revisionist History.
In correspondence to Family Policy Institute and Unashamedly Ethical: Are Family Policy
Institute and Unashamedly Ethical social and resource conflict problem solving
ethics founded upon (i) Ecology of Peace factual reality or (ii) Masonic War is Peace
flat earth beliefs? [PDF], I clarify the difference between Ecology of Peace and Masonic War is
Peace cultures; and state the following: “In Secret Societies and Psychological Warfare,
Michael Hoffman documents his interpretation of Christianity’s origins as a people who were
opposing the occult Babylonian human sacrifice practices resulting from totalitarian agriculture
population pressures.”
I do not pretend to be an expert on Christianity or any other organized religions biblical texts;
so my interpretation of the anti-occult origins of Christianity are based upon your research and
conclusions. I don’t know if God or the Devil exist or not. Thanks to some process; whether a
result of some God or simply evolution; I have a brain capable of observation and analysis of
reality.
My working hypothesis conclusion about reality is summarized as Ecology of Peace facts reality:
1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When humans breed or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; 4. To sustainably protect and conserve
natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict
national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an
international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume
below ecological carrying capacity limits.
FYI Disclosure: I don’t need a God or Devil to help me to refrain from procreating like a
cockroach on Viagra; or to refrain from consuming like a bling nigger on crack; or to order me to
relate to other human beings in accordance to fully informed consenting agreements. As long as
people are willing to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; and
engage in fully informed consenting agreements; I could care less whom or what any individual
calling themselves a ‘human’ chooses to worship; with whom or how; in the privacy of their own
home; or at a private venue of their choosing with other fully informed consenting adults. If
other people need a God, Devil, Fairies or Rocks, or whatever object or invisible deity; to order
them to procreate and consume below carrying capacity limits; that’s okay by me.
If my interpretation of your argument of Christianity’s origins as a people who were opposing
the occult Babylonian human sacrifice practices resulting from human nature’s refusal or
inability to limit population pressures to ecological carrying capacity limits; is inaccurate in any
way; kindly clarify so that I can make any required corrections; so that I do not misrepresent
your argument.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in EoP v WiP negotiations correspondence to
Unashamedly Ethical and Family Policy Institute [PDF].
------------------No Response was received from Michael Hoffman.

----------------Lara Johnstone to Clive Johnstone; CC: Michael Hoffman:
Confirmation of Christianity Anti-Occult Origins with Mr. Hoffman:
As is mentioned in the letter to Unashamedly Ethical and Family Policy Institute; my
knowledge of the alleged anti-Masonic origins of Christianity is based upon reading the book by
Jewish and Christianity scholar: Michael A Hoffman: Secret Societies and Psychological
Warfare.
I wrote to Mr. Hoffman and informed him of my letter to Unashamedly Ethical and my
reference to his book; so that he could read my letter to Unashamedly Ethical; and could inform
me whether I had misquoted or misinterpreted his argument about the anti-occult human
sacrifice origins of Christianity.
He has not informed me that my interpretation of his scholarly working hypothesis conclusions
as to the anti-occult origins of Christianity are incorrect.
I don’t pretend to be an expert on Christianity; but his argument has some kind of logic to it.
Either way; I don’t pretend to be a Christian; so the issue is one for Christians to resolve
amongst themselves.
As I told Mr Hoffman:
I do not pretend to be an expert on Christianity or any other organized religions biblical texts; so
my interpretation of the anti-occult origins of Christianity are based upon your research and
conclusions. I don’t know if God or the Devil exist or not. Thanks to some process; whether a
result of some God or simply evolution; I have a brain capable of observation and analysis of
reality.
My working hypothesis conclusion about reality is summarized as Ecology of Peace facts reality:
1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When humans breed or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; 4. To sustainably protect and conserve
natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict
national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an
international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below
ecological carrying capacity limits.
--------------------Michael Hoffman to Lara Johnstone:
I can’t go along with this: “humans must implement an international law social contract that
restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.”.
Limits on consumption, yes.
Limits on bringing human life (“breeding”) into the world is God’s decision. Man playing God
always has disastrous consequences.

Let God staff the earth with God’s personnel. God does that by sending children to earth to be
born. When we interfere we bring catastrophe.
-------------------------Lara Johnstone to Michael Hoffman:
I am unaware of any evidence of Gods existence.
It sounds like the God you worship is your ego and penis; which would make you a Speak with
Forked Phallic Ego-God Tongue Freemason; pretending to be a Christian.
I shall amend my correspondence to Unashamedly Ethical and remove all reference to yourself
or your book.
-------------------------No response from Michael Hoffman
------------------------Lara Johnstone to Unashamedly Ethical:
Please find online the updated correspondence: Are Family Policy Institute and
Unashamedly Ethical social and resource conflict problem solving ethics founded
upon (i) Ecology of Peace factual reality or (ii) Masonic War is Peace flat earth
beliefs? [PDF].
As per correspondence with Michael Hoffman who alleges that God disagrees with Ecology of
Peace Factual Reality; I have amended my former correspondence to you and removed Michael
Hoffman’s anti-occult human sacrifice origins of Christianity theory from the correspondence.
Ecology of Peace facts reality: 1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When humans breed
or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; 4. To
sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying
capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict;
humans must implement an international law social contract that restricts all the worlds
citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
----------------------

Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Michael Hoffman | To: Lara Johnstone
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2015 3:30 AM

From: Michael Hoffman [mailto:hoffman@revisionisthistory.org]
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2015 3:30 AM
To: andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za
Subject: Re: Revisionists.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman & Unashamedly Ethical

Your e-mail to Michael Hoffman has been received. Everything sent to this mailbox is read by
Mr. Hoffman, but due to the volume of the mail he cannot always respond in a timely manner.
Thank you for your comments and queries.
**********************
www.revisionisthistory.org
Bookstore:
http://revisionisthistorystore.blogspot.com/2010/03/michael-hoffmans-online-revisionist.html
Biography and bibliography:
https://www.amazon.com/author/michael_hoffman

From: Michael Hoffman | To: Lara Johnstone
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2015 3:30 AM

From: Michael Hoffman [mailto:hoffman@revisionisthistory.org]
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2015 3:30 AM
To: andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za
Subject: Re: Revisionists.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman & Unashamedly Ethical

Your e-mail to Michael Hoffman has been received. Everything sent to this mailbox is read by
Mr. Hoffman, but due to the volume of the mail he cannot always respond in a timely manner.
Thank you for your comments and queries.
**********************
www.revisionisthistory.org
Bookstore:
http://revisionisthistorystore.blogspot.com/2010/03/michael-hoffmans-online-revisionist.html
Biography and bibliography:
https://www.amazon.com/author/michael_hoffman

From: Lara Johnstone | Revisionist History: Michael Hoffman [PDF]
CC: Revisionists; Unashamedly Ethical; Brad Blanton
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2015 2:45 PM & Sunday, November 22, 2015 9:21 PM

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2015 9:21 PM
To: 'Michael A Hoffman'
Cc: 'Revisionists'; 'Dr. Brad Blanton'; 'Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux'; 'Institute for
Historical Review'; 'Dir: Mark Weber'; 'Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'
Subject: Edit: RE: Revisionist.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman & Unashamedly
Ethical
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2015 2:45 PM
To: 'Revisionists'
Cc: 'Michael A Hoffman'; 'Dr. Brad Blanton'; 'Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux';
'Institute for Historical Review'; 'Dir: Mark Weber'; 'Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'
Subject: RE: Revisionist.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman & Unashamedly Ethical

Apologies. I was in a bit of hurry to take dogs for a walk. Edit Updated.

Michael A Hoffman (hoffman@revisionisthistory.org)
CC: Revisionists (revisionists@revisionists.com)
CC: Radical Honesty: Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com)
CC: Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux (jaap@unashamedlyethical.com)
CC: Jurgen Graf via Institute for Historical Review (ihr@ihr.org); Dir: Mark Weber
(weber@ihr.org)
CC: PM Benjamin Netanyahu (pm@eng@pmo.gov.il)
Mr. Hoffman
RE: Revisionist.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman &
Unashamedly Ethical
Your form letter response – by random coincidence; or deliberate coincidence: intentionally on
your part; and/or psychotronically manipulated by military intelligence agency officials – is
rather similar to the 09 November 2012 2:33 PM response from Anne Alexander to my 06
November 2012 correspondence to Brad: Subject: Re: Radical Honesty Petition filed to
Supreme Court..... Request to Brad [PDF].
If you consider it random: Ignore.
If intentional on your part: Kindly clarify.
If partially psychotronically manipulated by military intelligence agency officials: herewith my
EoP RH subjective coincidence observations feedback to you and/or them:

EoP RH Interpretation:
EoP RH interpretations are subject to EoP RH IQO caveat. These are just a very few.
Summary of 06 November 2012 request to Brad:
It notified him that the ‘practicing radical honesty’ application as ‘religious speech’ petition had
been filed with the Supreme Court; and requested that he honourably notify the Supreme Court
to let them know that he and the Radical Honesty community were aware of the petition; its
contents that requested that ‘practicing radical honesty’ be considered ‘religious speech’ in
terms of the First Amendment and their brutally honesty opinions about the petition.
Summary evening of 21 November 2015 Observations:
I noticed: Tim Johnston’s Awkward Progressives Moment facebook post: “That Awkward
Moment when you realize Satanists are more Christ-like than Conservative Christians [about]
Satanic Temple Minneapolis Chapter offering to escort Muslims to get groceries.”
Immediately thereafter I noticed: Timothy Truthseekers: Baton Rouge; Louisiana: Progressive
Criticisms of the ACA traffic feed post; which deals with among others US Supreme Court John
Roberts opinions about Obamacare. As noted at Baton Rouge Louisiana: Baton Rouge allegedly
means Red Stick in French; and one of its nicknames is: Chemical City.
Re Groceries: I remember thinking about Derrick Jensen’s What a Way to Go: Identification
with Civilization statement about people who know they get their food and water from a
landbase: healthy organically alive soil and clean water, compared to people who think water
and food come from a grocery store. The Fuck It Point: When grocery stores go empty.
Re: Satanic Temple: I remember seeing Nathan Llewpas 10 November post to Fritz Springmeier
about Dr Red aka Lt. Col. Michael Aquino.
At the time of seeing it; I thought about the ‘I’ Orange’ bubble consciousness post I made a few
weeks ago; which had so many links to Paris Attacks. For example: one of the streets involved
in the Paris Massacre was ‘Charon’ – can’t remember the exact French spelling -- street; the
Germanwings relief workers who had ‘by coincidence/fate’ been at the St Dennis Soccer match:
where the suicide bomber tried to get access to; but when the security guard noticed his suicide
vest; he backed up and blew himself up. At the time I thought I should redo it; but have not yet
done so. I have now edited the info about the bubble’s for clarity.

Israel’s Generals: Arik Ariel Sharon: Orange Grove Visits | Grapes of Wrath: Shoving & Shooting Bankers;
Sharon feeding breast milk to grown man | Soylent Green: Euthenasia Suicide Questions: Favourite
Color: Orange | What A Way to Go: Orange Frankenfood | Dimitri Khalezov: Ground Zero: Nuclear
Demolition of World Trade Center nuclear dust oranges| Idi Amin: Saudi Arabia Exile: Eating Oranges to
lose weight | John Boehner Orange – Sympathy for the Devil by Kent Anderson: Special Forces Hanson
compares Agent Orange orange exponential growth chemical warfare scorching the earth and cities and
civilization exponential growth killing the earth | Clementa Pickney: Pastor of Charleston SC AME Church
shot by Dylann Storm Roof on 17 June 2015 | Cercle K2: Clement de Maillard: Criminal Intelligence
Officer: Interpol; K2 offices between Rue Saint Honore, Le Opera, Pyramides & Argentine Oil – Op Opera:
name for Israel bombing of Iraq nuclear reactor – Argentine Lube | Last Tango in Paris: director used
orange hue in filming | Dexter: Michael Hall: Why I Care | Germanwings Pilot: Andreas Lubitz Golden
Gate Bridge | Orange Co – SC: OrangeBurg Holly Hill Trees murder – CA: Judge fires 250 corrupt
prosecutors – TX: Militia – CIA Culture Art Cold War Weapon; Forbidden Orange Fruit Owl Art; Aeroflot
Red-Orange fashion | Putin & Dmitri Medvedev Pump Iron in Sochi | Mystery of Stalin’s Death: Little girl
feeding lamb portrait in Stalin Dacha – Warm Grave in a Cold War: East German Nuclear Bunker Lake
Poster, Jean Effel Portrait & Projector – Operation Icarus – oroborus black hole – HSBC: Japan hole in
one golf culture | Putin Feeding Calf in forest – Golf Cramp Moos Moos Park – Siberian Parking accident –
Impudent Fellow - Literally Clean Shaven Insolent - Gorky Park SF44 Art | Roger Kebble Suicide.

This Putin & Dimitry Pump Iron bubble consciousness was also made at the same time:

Vladimir Putin & Dmitry Medvedev Sochi TeaHouse: Gym & BBQ | Disc Russ: Park Ballerina – Roger
Kebble Merc-Park Suicide – Brett Kebble Assisted Suicide Executioner Hitman: Getting Away with Murder
| Putin Mat Stillwater lake; Putin 666 Days Goodbye: Stillwater lake jetty | Teapot still | Stillwater OSU
homecoming parade resident: Adacia Avery Chambers crashes car into OSU Homecoming parade | IUD:
Cattle-prod Marketing | Primal Fear: John Shaughnessy: “You know what people think? That this great

city runs itself. They think it gets up, goes to work and climbs into bed at night, like we do. Unaware of
what it takes to make sure it doesn't break down. Crime, fires, riots. The water pipes bursting under the
city. What a mess that was. And the Water Commissioner calls the contractor who built it? No, he calls
me. They all call me. Goddamn, this is terrific. They call me because I keep the peace. That's my job.
This city doesn't burn because I won't permit it. I'm the great negotiator. You think people get that? The
truth is I don't care. The dumb bastards don't even vote. They just eat, sleep, watch TV and occasionally
fuck their wives.” | Tea House used as recruitment planning house for Ankara Central Railway Station
Peace rally suicide bomber attack. The peace rally was originally scheduled to be held at Sihiyye Square
which is on Attaturk Blvd with a Hattian stag monument and numerous overpasses. Sihiyye is Turkish
word for Health. Ankara Bombing planned in Tea House | Next 3 Days: John Brennan’s Overpass Meeting
with deaf Identity document forger who tells him: Don’t be Late; Marine Corps Silent Drill Platoon Cpl
Jonathan Henandez Underpass training | Joaquin El Chapo Guzman sold oranges before giving up school
to join the Guadalajara Cartel. El Chapo ‘Shorty’ rose to the top of the Sinaoloa Crime Cartel by killing
anyone who was late for a drug deal. It is said he favored a pragmatic and serious approach when doing
business; if any of his drug shipments were not on time, Guzmán would simply kill the smuggler himself
by shooting him in the head. Those around him learned that cheating him or going with other
competitors—even if they offered better prices—was inconvenient | El Chapo Guzman’s Escape from
Antiplano Mexican Maximum Security Prison on 11 July 2015; via a tunnel from his shower | Shooter: Pt
of Impact: FBI agent Nick Memphis feels the dust on the Church chimney floor where the Archbhishop’s
assassin’s tripod left marks | Jana Cummins wife of Malcolm Cummins; owner of Upstairs at Harrys Café;
who died on 19 June from pneumonia: Breakfast in Bed facebook cartoon: Dog brings sleeping owner a
dead mouse as ‘thank you gift’; Gatekeepers Breakfast: Shinbet Generals call for Peace; Dmitry Orlov
Twilight of the Antipodes speech at Green Life Eco Fest on reciprocity as a form of social-currency;
particularly where other forms of currency have collapsed. Reciprocity builds stronger relationships;
explains how even a cat that is taken care of by its owner will bring it a dead mouse to say thank you. |
Moscow Red Square Gum Dept Store: Watermelon Fountain – Vester Lee Flanagan obsession with
Watermelons: Oakland Bryce Williams Vester Lee Flanagan Watermelons Dylan Roof War Tipping Pt |
Vester Lee Flanagan VA Tech Hui Cho Columbine Race War Glock 19 | Spy Games Gum & Coffee:
Operation Dinner Out | Soviet Story: Nationalist election ad refers to ‘red commies’ who are ‘green’ on
the outside as Watermelons; who are human garbage. | Soviet Story Nationalist Prisoner prior to
execution | Papillon Prisoner on ship bound for Guyana | Israel Keys 2 Dec: Oroborous Suicide Death
Posture | Renaissance Vanguard Orobourus: Triskis symbolism before the oroborous was added | Papillon
Solitary Confinement Prison after trying to escape from work camp with help of Butterfly Trader; in
darkness forced to eat cockroaches as punishment for receiving coconuts from his Banker friend Dega –
David Petraeus: Masonic Divide & Conquer cockroaches | Alton Alexander Nolen Jahkeem Y'israel
facebook: OKC Factory beheading | Russ Fed: Gorky Spy Games Gum: Watermelons Sochi TeaHouse
BBQ Gym.

GI Jane: “Suck my dick” – Lt Jordan O’Neill SERE Training Facility Captiva Island Florida | Bill Haydn
Confession – Tinker Tailor Soldier Sailor [Pt.6] | Petrolify . Burger | Soylent Green: Charlton Heston: They
are breeding us like cattle | Mississippi Burning: Sheriff’s Deputy’s Wife in Hospital. FBI Agent Ward to
Anderson: Not Only do I have the guts; I have the authority. New Rules: Nail em any way we can. | Next
3 Days: John Brennan leaving scene of crime; with shot and moaning ‘I can’t breathe’ drug dealer in back
of car; whom he drops off at a bus-stop | Spy Games: Operation Dinner Out | The Company: So the
Great Game goes on with or without us. Without us I guess. Think we made a difference Harvey? Any
difference at all. God I hope so. These days people have short memories. There was a time when the
Goths were at the gate and we put our warm bodies on the firing line. You truly believe that? You bet I
believe it. Something about the Cold War has to have a moral; otherwise what was it all about? It was
about the good guys beating the bad guys. We sure screwed up along the way. Yeah but we screwed up
allot less than they did, which is why we won. You know the Soviet Union wasn't a country; it was a
metaphor for an idea that looked good on a drawing board; but in practice it was flawed. Let me tell you
something. A metaphor is allot harder to slay than a country and we clobbered them. Yeah. Well don't
look so glum about it. You got nothing to be ashamed of. You got to remember what it was all about. It
was always black and white kid. Right versus wrong. There were good guys and there were bad guys.
Which side were we again Harvey? We won, didn't we? | Syriana: Corruption is why we win: Corruption is
government intrusion into market efficiency in the form of regulation. That’s Milton Friedman; he got a
goddamn Nobel Prize. We have laws against it precisely so we can get away with it. Corruption is our
protection. Corruption keeps us safe and warm. Corruption is why you and I are prancing around in here,
instead of fighting over scraps of meat out in the street. Corruption is why we win – Outboard motor
collision with tanker.

Compiled on 21 November 2015:
When Dallas called to order worm castings; which he said he would pick up on Saturday
morning of 14 November; I thought he said his name was Dennis, as in Dennis the Menace. He
corrected me and said it was Dallas; as in the name of the city in Texas; which was also the
name of a well known television show about an Oil Mafia family known as the Ewings. He
asked me a question about my limp; so I said it was a long story. I later emailed him a response
here.
→ According to among others: Others Unknown: Timothy McVeigh and the Oklahoma
Conspiracy; by Stephen Jones: Dr. Paul Heath, a Veterans Affairs psychologist, said a man
called McVeigh and another man visited his fifth-floor office in the Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building looking for a construction job; two weeks before the OKC Federal building bombing.

Heath said he asked the man if he spelled his name M-c-V-a-y – similar to Anton LaVey,
founder of the Church of Satan. But McVeigh quickly corrected him; telling him to remember
his name is spelled M-c-V-e-i-g-h. Heath described the second man as being "half-Mexican, halfAmerican; possibly a South American or foreign national."
→ In Martin Keating’s 1991 fictional book The Final Jihad; a man called Tom McVey bombs an
OKC federal building as a story in fictional literature. Four years later in April 1995, Martin
Keatings brother: Frank is the Governor of Oklahoma when Timothy McVeigh bombs the
Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City on 19 April 1995. In the Final Jihad fictional
literature McVay is stopped by a highway patrolman for having a broken tail-light. In real life
four years later McVeigh is stopped by a highway patrolman for having a broken license plate.
In the Final Jihad fictional literature, ‘jihad’ represents Masonic Muslim militant organized
religion ‘jihad struggle’ against Masonic Christians. In real life Timothy McVeigh’s ‘Final Jihad’
depicts his Ecology of Peace Christian – military, spiritual, economic, sexual, emotional, legal,
psychological – ‘jihad struggle’ with Masonic Muslims, Christians, military necessity bombing of
the OKC Federal Building; to plead to his military necessity ‘shot heard around the world’
defence motives to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that
requires all the worlds citizens to take responsibility for their jihad/struggle to breed and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
13 November Paris attacks:
→ One of the attacks was at the Stade de France stadium; in the suburb of Saint Dennis; where
there was a soccer match between Germany and France; where a suicide bomber was stopped by
security guard who discovered his suicide belt; so he backed up and blew himself up outside the
stadium. Inside the St Dennis stadium were among others: relief workers from 24 March 2015
Germanwings – headquartered in Cologne – Flight 9525, whose co-pilot: Andreas Gunter
Lubitz locked the pilot who had gone to the toilet out of the pilot-cabin; so he could kamikaze
suicide crash himself the plane and passengers into the Massif des Trois-Évêchés mountain; in
the Ravin du Rosé; north of Nice; because his psychologist informed him that he was going
blind.
→ Another Paris attack was at a restaurant called the Cosa Nostra; which is a term the Italian
Mafia use to describe themselves.
→ Another Paris attack was at a Jewish owned theatre called Bata’Clan Concert Hall; where a
metal rock band was playing. My dad’s email address starts with ‘clan’; also word for small
tribe. The Bata’Clan Concert Hall attack appears – in terms of military strategy MO: "modus
operandi"; short for Method of operation or way of doing things – similar to the Kenilworth St.
James Church massacre on 25 July 1993; by four cadres of APLA: Azanian People's Liberation
Army; who were also responsible for the 28 November 1992 King Williams Town Golf Club
attack; and the 31 December 1993 Observatory Capetown: Heidelberg Tavern attack. One MO
difference between Bata’Clan and St James: At St. James Church there was a man in the
congregation: Charl van Wyk; who had a gun; who started shooting back.
→ One of the St James attackers was Gcinikhaya Makoma who was pardoned by Mandela and
Tutu’s TRC. On 27 August 2002, he was arrested along with six others following a cash-intransit heist of a Standard Bank cash van in Constantia, Cape Town, in which R1.8 million was
stolen. 25 July is my sister. 27 August is one of my brother’s birthday.

→ On 25 July 2000 Air France Flight 4590: Aérospatiale-BAC Concorde, on a scheduled
international flight from Paris, France, to New York City crashed shortly after take-off. While
speeding up on the runway; one of its tires ran over a small L-shaped titanium alloy strip;
which had fallen off from a Continental Airlines DC-10 departing for Newark, New Jersey,
whose rivet had popped. The L-shaped alloy strip cut a tyre, rupturing it; the tyre debris struck
the aircrafts wing; which sent out a pressure shockwave that ruptured a fuel tank. Leaking fuel
was ignited causing two engines to lose power; as the plane became airborne it could not
stabilize and limped to its crash-landed into the Hôtelissimo Les Relais Bleus Hotel. The worm
in the ‘worm castings’ picture on SQWorms page is in the form of an ‘L’.
As I compiled the aforementioned information on 20 November 2015; I noticed online that there
was currently a terror hostage attack going on in Mali; where gunmen are holding 138 hostages
at Radisson Blu Hotel.
----------Compiled 17 November: Re: Awesome World 13 November: Forests in France Hide
Mysterious Sculptures

AWrld: Forests in France Sculptures | Bill Mollinson: Permaculture Designers Manual – Prom: Adam
Curtis: Power of Nightmares: fundamentalist Islam and Neoconservatism: Leo Strauss and Sayyid Qutb:
Greenlie high-school prom | Earth Day Founder Ira Eindhorn composted dead girlfriend | 22 April: Earth
Day: Lenin’s birthday | Oymyakon: coldest town on earth: Alexander Platonov dressed for quick dash to
outdoor toilet; Tundra toilet | USMC Gunnery Sgt Jon Michael Dye: Thomas Jefferson 13 Nov 1787: Tree

of Liberty; Patriots and Tyrants | Life and Second Law: Tree Island Douglas Fir: Communication Entropy
between Cooperating Cool Forests and Competing Quarry’s email to Paul Chefurka | Entropy and the
Second Law: Interpretation and Misss Interpretationsss | Humannure Handbook: Human Nutrient Cycle
Intact and Broken.

Summary 22 November 2015 observations:
Funny Russia Today facebook post about Congo Dandies obsession with their fashion; with one
wearing an orange suit.
Summary of 22 November 2015 legal request to Magistrate Gutz Essel, Clive
Johnstone and other respondents:
At the time I received your: Michael Hoffman form email response I was working on legal
documentation being drafted for filing; more particularly Request for Inquisitorial
Truthseeking Win-Win Proceedings paragraphs.
-------------------------------------

Excerpt from Notice of Motion:
The applicant requests that the resolution of these issues in dispute occur via primarily
inquisitorial proceedings with a truthseeking and win-win conflict resolution focus; where all
parties are enabled and empowered by sharing honest accurate information with each other;
tested for scientific evidentiary validity; for the benefit of all parties; setting common and/or
civil law precedents based upon ecological resource reality; thereby enhancing the juridical
system’s reputation for impartial truthseeking of resource and social-conflict resolution problem
solving juridical arbitration; amongst the citizenry.
If any respondent prefers zero-sum game adversarial proceedings; where a liar with best legal
propaganda is the winner; an honest man with no lawyer loses; the common or civil law loses by
setting precedent based on parasitic legal propaganda not proven scientifically relevant
evidence; and the only winners are lawyers profiting from ‘innocence for sale indulgences’ legal
propaganda conflict escalation; for their legal colleagues parasitic profiteering off misery
benefits; damaging the juridical system’s impartial truthseeking and problem solving socialconflict resolution reputation amongst the citizenry; kindly provide the applicant and court with
your reasons and justifications for such zero-sum game adversarial proceedings.
Excerpt from Affidavit:
The applicant requests that the resolution of these issues in dispute occur via primarily
inquisitorial proceedings with a truthseeking and win-win conflict resolution focus; as noted in
Amended Notice of Motion 01.
If Agreed: Thank you.
If any respondent prefers zero-sum game adversarial proceedings as noted in Amended Notice
of Motion 01; applicant shall provide her response to such preferences; should any respondent
confirm their preference, and evidence in support of such preference; for zero-sum game

adversarial proceedings. If so: If relevant to respondents argument; applicants argument may
include information and evidence detailing; among others:
1.how flat earth jurisprudence that ignored or refused to amend their laws to respond to (i)
ecological strain; and (2) economic stratification resource war violence; resulting from
procreation and consumption above ecological carrying capacity limits; contributed to the
collapse of the state of among others: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid,
Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan Empires; which
included the disappearance of between 90-99% of the populations: from famine, disease and
organized violence resource wars; including their kings, presidents, Gods, calendars, courts and
other complex political and cultural institutions. [Footnote: 2012 & 14: NASA funded studies:

Human Predator and Nature Prey Dynamics - HANDY – studies Modeling Inequality and Use of
Resources in the Collapse and Sustainability of Societies. Human And Nature DYnamics (HANDY)
is based on the Alfred Lotka and Vitto Volterra predator-prey model, which described the dynamics
of competition between two species; in that case wolves and rabbits. In these HANDY studies
humans are considered the "predator", while nature (the natural resources of the surrounding
environment) is considered the "prey", depleted by humans. http://sqswans.weebly.com/us-nasa.html
]

2. how juridical systems reputation – as a legal system that cooperatively or obstructively
refuses to resolve ecological strain and economic stratification resource social conflict
cooperative problem solving amongst citizens – can result in (a) non-violent problem solving
cooperation via among others non-violent political or military necessity allegedly unlawful acts
to educate police, prosecutors and magistrates and citizens via criminal proceedings and the
media generated from such criminal proceedings; or (b) violent vigilante community mobjustice
acts of terror; to either (i) violently take matters of justice into their own hands in their
communities; or (ii) coerce government officials to find solutions for citizens resource war social
conflict disputes; or (iii) simply kill all those who cannot or refuse to be violently coerced; to elect
or appoint a new government. [Footnotes: I had not yet any footnotes]
If none: Thank you.
------------------Don’t know if any of that is helpful.
Sent the non-edited response; to go and walk the dogs and cut some bamboo sticks for our
veggie garden beans. Had to get a saw to cut the bamboo; and needed a newspaper to wrap it in;
so it did not cut my rubber tighteners for my bicycle trailer. As I went to find some my father
came out the kitchen with a newspaper for recycling. He gave it to me: the front page had an
Afrikaans article about Paris Attacks: From Robespierre to ISIS; all colours of blood are flowing.
When I arrived at my friends house to pick up her German Shepherd dog to take it for a walk;
her boarder a young mechanic arrived at the gate with me; returning from the grocery store.
When I arrived at the forest with the dogs; there was an MSec security guard sitting in his
‘Armed Response’ van under a tree. When we came back from the forest; he started his van,
drove past us; waved; and went to park in the sun.
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To Michael Hoffman
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 1:32 AM

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 1:32 AM
To: 'Michael A Hoffman'
Cc: 'Revisionists'; 'Dr. Brad Blanton'; 'Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux'; 'Institute for
Historical Review'; 'Dir: Mark Weber'; 'Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'
Subject: RE: Revisionist.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman & Unashamedly Ethical

Michael A Hoffman (hoffman@revisionisthistory.org)
CC: Revisionists (revisionists@revisionists.com)
CC: Radical Honesty: Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com)
CC: Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux (jaap@unashamedlyethical.com)
CC: Jurgen Graf via Institute for Historical Review (ihr@ihr.org); Dir: Mark Weber
(weber@ihr.org)
CC: PM Benjamin Netanyahu (pm@eng@pmo.gov.il)
Mr. Hoffman
RE: Revisionist.com: Anti-Occult-Christian Revisionist Michael Hoffman &
Unashamedly Ethical
More possible history to be revised….
-------------------The huge influence Freemasons had in ruling British society for almost 200 years has finally
been revealed.
The names of royalty, statesmen, judges, military top brass, bishops and police have been found
in a secret archive which lists two million Freemasons.
The masonic records - from 1733 to 1923 - are set to be made available to the public for the first
time.
The extent to which Freemasons wielded power over the British Empire may lead to a reexamination of two centuries of our history.
-- Mirror: How secret group Freemasons has kept grip on Britain for 200 years
-----------------Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA

GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | Revisionist History: Michael Hoffman [PDF]
CC: Revisionists; Unashamedly Ethical; Brad Blanton
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 11:30 AM

28 Nov Update: Copy of (i) all correspondence sent to Weebly can be found in:
Correspondence to Weebly; or about Weebly; Re: Weebly Tech Service issues [PDF]; (ii)
correspondence sent to EoP Axis Applicants; during 24-26 Nov PDF upload restrictions can
be found in: Correspondence to GMC 4643-13 applicants sent 24-26 Nov; during Weebly.com
PDF upload restrictions [PDF]

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 11:30 AM
To: 'Michael A Hoffman'; 'Revisionists'; 'Dr. Brad Blanton'; 'Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le
Roux'; 'Institute for Historical Review'; 'Dir: Mark Weber'; 'Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'
Subject: RE: Revisionists: Transparency Copy: Weebly: FYI: SQWorms password & Tygae PDF Uploads

TO: Michael A Hoffman (hoffman@revisionisthistory.org)
TO: Revisionists (revisionists@revisionists.com)
TO: Radical Honesty: Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com)
TO: Unashamedly Ethical: Administrator: Jaap Le Roux (jaap@unashamedlyethical.com)
TO: Jurgen Graf via Institute for Historical Review (ihr@ihr.org); Dir: Mark Weber
(weber@ihr.org)
TO: PM Benjamin Netanyahu (pm@eng@pmo.gov.il)
Mr. Hoffman
RE: Revisionists: Transparency Copy: Weebly: FYI: SQWorms password & Tygae PDF
Uploads
Herewith a transparency copy of correspondence to Weebly.com: CEO: Chief Executive Officer:
David Rusenko, CTO: Chief Technology Officer: Chris Fanini, COO: Chief Operating Officer:
Dan Veltri, via Richard H; copied to GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers; subject:
Weebly.com: FYI: SQWorms password and Tygae PDF uploads.
-------------------------------------From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2015 9:44 PM
To: 'Richard'
Cc: 'Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate General co: Knowledge and Information
Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military Advisory Board Members: US
Army: Gen Paul Kern'; 'Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen.
Charles Chuck Wald'; 'Amb Patrick Gaspard: US Emb-Pta'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS:
Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh'; 'NSA: Gen Keith Alexander'; 'Erik Prince via GOP: Brown Ellen –
Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office'; 'Amb
Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Raymond ODierno & John Mulholland co Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit'; 'David Coombs
Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski'; 'Major General Dana Pittard'; 'Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster';

'John W. Whitehead'; 'Donald Rumsfeld'; 'USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn'; 'Supreme
Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Holy See in London – Nuntius'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand
Secretary'; 'Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp
Lejeune Marine Corps Base'
Subject: Weebly: FYI: SQWorms password & Tygae PDF Uploads

CEO: Chief Executive Officer: David Rusenko
CTO: Chief Technology Officer: Chris Fanini
COO: Chief Operating Officer: Dan Veltri
Weebly.com
via Richard H
CC: GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers
Weebly: FYI: SQWorms password & Tygae PDF Uploads
On 15 November 2015; shortly after I attempted to log into SQWorms; to post an update to the
correspondence to Dallas Fell; copied to NSA and FSB. I was informed by Weebly log in; that my
password was incorrect. So I went through the process of resetting my password; but when I
had input the password and then again to confirm it; and pushed enter; it refused me access. I
tried twice; and tried again a few days later; and the same thing happened. [PNG][PNG]
On about 17 November 2015; the PDF upload function on Tygae was disabled: i.e. the green
button which you click to upload a PDF file; was no longer html active; the little html mouse
hand sign indicating html active; was replaced by the normal mouse arrow sign [PNG]. A few
days later it was re-enabled. Then on 22 November it was again disabled; and has remained
non-activated since then.
Until it is re-enabled; I have added the following statement next to PDF documents that are
unable to be uploaded; at MILED Clerk Notice: “The Weebly PDF upload function has been
disabled; either by Weebly tech staff; or other entities. When re-enabled the PDF shall be
uploaded” [PNG].
If the SQWorms password and Tygae PDF uploads technical changes are (a) a result of any
Weebly decisions; and (b) directed to me; kindly clarify in simple English what your message is;
so that I can consider your request and provide you with my response and if necessary reasons;
and the matter can be amicably resolved.
If the SQWorms password and Tygae PDF uploads technical changes are not a result of
Weebly’s decisions; kindly let me know so that I can amend the statement at MILED Clerk
Notice.
If the SQWorms password and Tygae PDF uploads technical changes are (a) a result of other
entities; such as NSA, FSB, Mossad or similar; and (b) directed at me and/or Weebly, and/or
Tygae readers; then I imagine we shall just have to be patient until we can figure out what their
message is exactly.
A copy of this correspondence shall be posted at: EoP v WiP negotiations: Comments
Correspondence [PDF]
Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
-----------------------------------------A copy of this correspondence shall be posted at: EoP v WiP negotiations: Comments
Correspondence [PDF: if or when the PDF upload function is again activated]
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

